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Abstract

Graph neural networks (GNNs) are highly effective on a va-
riety of graph-related tasks; however, they lack interpretabil-
ity and transparency. Current explainability approaches are
typically local and treat GNNs as black-boxes. They do not
look inside the model, inhibiting human trust in the model
and explanations. Motivated by the ability of neurons to de-
tect high-level semantic concepts in vision models, we per-
form a novel analysis on the behaviour of individual GNN
neurons to answer questions about GNN interpretability. We
propose a novel approach for producing global explanations
for GNNs using neuron-level concepts to enable practition-
ers to have a high-level view of the model. Specifically, (i)
to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which
shows that GNN neurons act as concept detectors and have
strong alignment with concepts formulated as logical com-
positions of node degree and neighbourhood properties; (ii)
we quantitatively assess the importance of detected concepts,
and identify a trade-off between training duration and neuron-
level interpretability; (iii) we demonstrate that our global ex-
plainability approach has advantages over the current state-
of-the-art – we can disentangle the explanation into individual
interpretable concepts backed by logical descriptions, which
reduces potential for bias and improves user-friendliness.

1 Introduction
Graph neural networks (GNNs) have shown promising re-
sults in a variety of tasks where graph-structured data is
prevalent (Wieder et al. 2020; Sanchez-Gonzalez et al. 2020;
Wu et al. 2021). Like most neural methods, GNNs lack
explainability and interpretability. Their complex decision-
making is effectively a black-box process to a human ob-
server (Dai et al. 2022), which inhibits human trust in critical
applications such as healthcare (Amann et al. 2020; Buss-
mann et al. 2021; Deeks 2019). Although there has been sig-
nificant research on the behaviour of individual neurons of
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) (Bau et al. 2017; Dalvi et al. 2019; Samek
et al. 2019), existing approaches for explaining GNNs tend
to treat the model as a black-box and only consider input
feature attribution (Dai et al. 2022), ignoring the potential of
concepts as a way of interpreting models, which have been
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shown to better align with human intuition due to the abil-
ity to present an explanation in terms of interpretable units
(Kim et al. 2018; Koh et al. 2020; Ghorbani et al. 2019).
We perform an investigation into the presence of concepts
in GNNs, and propose a new approach for global GNN ex-
plainability. We make the following contributions:

1. We show that GNN neurons have alignment with con-
cepts formulated as logical compositions of node and
neighbourhood properties, and act as concept detectors
which detect interpretable units of information such as
chemical substructures and social network motifs.

2. We propose new evaluation metrics adapted for GNN
neurons. We quantitatively analyse the relationship be-
tween neuron importance and interpretability, and also
show that there is a trade-off between model training and
interpretability: GNNs trained for longer become harder
to interpret, even if model performance plateaus.

3. We compare our global GNN explanations against the ex-
isting state-of-the-art approach and show that our method
possesses advantages for GNN users, including being
concept-based, providing explanations backed by logical
descriptions, and being inherently noise-robust.

2 Background
Explainablility for GNNs is a relatively new direction. Most
approaches focus on local post-hoc explainability using in-
put attribution via methods such as mutual information max-
imisation. For example, Ying et al. (2019) proposed GN-
NExplainer. Many other works focus on providing local ex-
planations which are more robust and faithful (Dai et al.
2022; Luo et al. 2020; Vu and Thai 2020). On the other
hand, a global or model-level explanation tells the practi-
tioner how the model behaves as a whole. Model-level (or
global) approaches are less explored for GNNs. The cur-
rent state-of-the-art model-level approach is XGNN, which
uses reinforcement learning to generate a graph that max-
imises the prediction of a certain class (Yuan et al. 2020;
Dai et al. 2022). Unfortunately, since their form of expla-
nation is a graph generated using a black-box neural net-
work, the meaning of the graph is not always intelligible and
leaves interpretation to the user, which can lead to human
bias (Himmelhuber et al. 2021). However, a recent trend in
explainability is to use concepts, which have been shown to
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Figure 1: The proposed framework. Given a black-box GNN Φ and training set of graphs D, we (i) discover interpretable
neurons in Φ that act as concept detectors by performing a search over D; (ii) utilise the discovered concepts to produce global
explanations; (iii) adapt the concepts to specific local instances from D to produce visualisations to aid the practitioner.

make explanations more plausible and less dependent on hu-
man interpretation due to their ability to express a model’s
decision making in terms of high-level interpretable units
of information (Kim et al. 2018; Koh et al. 2020; Ghorbani
et al. 2019). We assume the definition of concepts proposed
by Ghorbani et al. (2019), i.e. a concept should ideally sat-
isfy the properties of meaningfulness, coherency and impor-
tance. Concepts have been applied to GNNs by Magister
et al. (2021), who treat a concept as a k-means cluster in the
activation space, and also to the task of algorithmic reason-
ing via a concept bottleneck layer (Koh et al. 2020; Georgiev
et al. 2022). Moreover, in the vision and language domains
much work on probing individual model neurons has been
done (Bau et al. 2017; Dalvi et al. 2019; Mu and Andreas
2020), and it has been found that individual neurons can be-
have as concept detectors. The potential of such an approach
to address GNN interpretability has been unexplored.

2.1 Graph neural networks

We define a graph G = (E, V ) as a set of edges E and
nodes V . A GNN model is a function Φ(X,A) such that
X ∈ RD×|V | is a node feature matrix, where each column
xi is the D-dimensional feature vector of node i, and A ∈
{0, 1}|V |×|V | is an adjacency matrix which represents the
edges E. Although many GNN architectures exist, most can
be categorised under message passing GNNs (Veličković
2022). At each layer of message passing, node representa-
tions H ∈ RD×|V | are updated using message passing func-
tion f , i.e. H(l+1) = f(H(l),A). We present our method
assuming that the GNN follows this general framework. Fur-
thermore, although there exists many ways of initialising the
node representations, we assume that H(0) = X. We shall
refer to H(l) as the activations at the l-th layer, and H(l)[i, :]
as the i-th neuron at that layer1.

3 Methodology

In this section we outline the proposed method. A visual
overview is shown in Figure 1.

1We use slicing notation. H[i, :] indicates the i-th row of H,
and H[:, j] the j-th column.

3.1 Concept discovery
With inspiration from the concept extraction method by Mu
and Andreas (2020) designed for vision and language mod-
els, we propose to perform a compositional concept search
over the activation space of a GNN. Formally, letting G be
the space of input graphs, we treat concepts as functions
C : G → {0, 1}|V | which outputs a boolean value indi-
cating whether each node is part of the concept, i.e. binary
concept masks. We define a concept C to be interpretable
if there exists a natural language description of C such that
a practitioner is able to accurately predict the output of C
given any graph G ∈ G from solely knowing this descrip-
tion. Hence, concepts such as nodes that have exactly one
neighbour would be interpretable. Furthermore, we refer to
the space of concepts as a set C which contains all concepts
that are interpretable.

Our goal is to determine whether neurons are concept de-
tectors. For a graph G, let VG be the nodes in G, C(G)[i]

indicate the mask value for the i-th node, and H
(l)
G be the ac-

tivations of the model taking G as input. Note that H(l)
G [k, i]

indicates the k-th neuron activation of the i-th node. We for-
mally define a neuron k to be a concept detector if

∃C.∀G ∈ G.
[
∀i ∈ VG.

[
C(G)[i] ≈ τk

(
H

(l)
G [k, i]

)]]
.

(1)
where τk : Rm → [0, 1]m is an element-wise threshold-
ing function specific for neuron k. This formulation assumes
that there are concepts with near-perfect alignment with the
activations, which in practice is unrealistic. Therefore, we
relax the definition and consider whether there are concepts
that approximately resemble the behaviour of a neuron k:

∃C. EG∼G
[
Div

(
C(G),H

(l)
G [k, :], τk

)]
≈ 0. (2)

Here, Div is some measure of divergence between the con-
cept mask C(G) and the activations thresholded using τk.
Following previous works on image models (Mu and An-
dreas 2020; Bau et al. 2017) that have used intersection over
union (IOU) scores, we choose a similar metric

Div (a,b, τ) = −
∑
i(a ∩ τ(b))i∑
i(a ∪ τ(b))i

· a · τ(b)∑
i bi

, (3)

which is the IOU score scaled by a factor representing how
much of the activation signal is incorporated into the con-
cept. Note that a ·τ(b) represents the total activations within



the concept mask, and
∑
bi is the sum of all activations in

the graph. Following previous work (Mu and Andreas 2020;
Bau et al. 2017), we apply dynamic thresholding to obtain τ .
The search objective becomes the process of finding a con-
cept that maximises a score f(C, k) for neuron k.

arg max
C

f(C, k) s.t. f(C, k) =

min
τk
|D|−1

∑
G∈D

Div
(
C(G),H

(l)
G [k, :], τk

)
(4)

in which we search through the concept space C. This is
tractable if |C| is small. However, following Mu and Andreas
(2020) we desire to search for compositional concepts, i.e.
those which are a logical composition over base concepts.
Formally, we define a compositional concept of length k as
an expression of the form

C1 ⊕1 C2 ⊕2 . . .⊕3 Ck, (5)

where {Ci}i=1:k ⊆ C ∪ {¬C | C ∈ C} and {⊕i}i=1:k ⊆
{∧,∨}, which is intractable for large k. A beam search is
performed over the space of compositional concepts using
the concept divergence as a priority metric to prune the less
desirable concepts. The full algorithm and implementation
details are provided in Appendix A2. Note that in practice,
we use a GPU-based implementation to perform this search
on all neurons in parallel.

3.2 Concept-based model-level explanations
Given GNN Φ and target class y, we propose to pro-
vide model-level explanations using the concept-extraction
framework. We follow the concept-bottleneck paradigm
(Koh et al. 2020; Barbiero et al. 2022) of separating the top-
level of Φ (the section after the final message passing round)
from the rest of the model. Denoting this top level with ΦT ,
we propose to produce an explanation for ΦT as a set of neu-
rons Sglob that globally explains the behaviour of Φ for class
y. Then, we align the explanation with concepts by finding
Eglob = {arg maxC∈C f(k,C) | k ∈ Sglob}, which is the set
of highest scoring concepts for neurons in Sglob. For models
where ΦT is a single perceptron, we propose to select the
neurons with positive weight contributions for class y.

Due to the importance of visualisation for interpretability
(Samek et al. 2019), for each concept in Eglob we also pro-
duce a visualisation to accompany the concept using activa-
tion maps which are a common approach for vision models
(Selvaraju et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2016). However, a clear
distinction is that our activation maps are concept-based and
operate over graphs (rather than images) – we therefore refer
to them as graph concept activation maps.
Definition 3.1 (Graph concept activation map). Given GNN
Φ with L layers, graph G = (V,E), target explanation class
y and neuron k, the concept activation map for (Φ, G, y, k)
is (Ck, η

k
V , η

k
E) where Ck is the best-matching concept for

neuron k. Also, ηkV ∈ R|V | and ηkE ∈ R|V |×|V | are impor-
tance masks over the nodes and edges respectively. Inspired

2The full paper along with the appendix can be found on ArXiv:
https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.10609. The code is available at https://
github.com/xuyhan/gnn-dissect.

by activation maps on CNNs (Selvaraju et al. 2019; Zhou
et al. 2016), we take ηV =

∂Φ(G)y
∂nk

G

·H(L)
G [k, :] where Φ(G)y

is the output logit for class y, and nkG = ⊕|V |j=1H
(L)
G [k, j] is

the pooled value for neuron k in which ⊕ is a global pool-
ing operator. Now for ηkE we aggregate the scaled node acti-
vations. Denoting ηkV = (ηkV , η

k
V , . . . , η

k
V ) ∈ R|V |×|V |, we

compute ηkE = (ηkV +(ηkV )>)�Awhere� is the Hadamard
product and A is the adjacency matrix of G.

Now, for each neuron k ∈ Sglob we choose G =
arg maxG∈D maxjHG[j, i] as the graph that has the high-
est presence of neuron k, and produce the concept activation
map for (Φ, G, y, k).

Contextualising global explanations using instances
The proposed method is able to extract concepts on a model-
level. This is accompanied by a visualisation on an instance-
level to aid the explanation. As there is growing interest
in relating global explanations to local instances (Lundberg
et al. 2020), we introduce metrics to assess how important a
concept is in the model’s decision:

• Absolute contribution (ABS): the value of the neuron’s
weight connection to the class output.

• Entropy score (ENT): we propose a mutual-information
maximisation approach inspired by GNNExplainer (Ying
et al. 2019) to find the set of neurons Sloc which best ex-
plains a local prediction, whereby we optimise the objec-
tive

Sloc = arg min
S

− logPΦ(Y = y | X = σ(ηN )), (6)

in whichPΦ is the logit for class y,X is the set of neurons
utilised by the model, and ηN is a learned mask over the
neurons. The full derivation is shown in Appendix B. The
entropy importance of neuron k is mask value ηN [k].

4 What concepts do GNNs learn?
In this section we use the concept extraction approach to
investigate the types of concepts that arise in GNNs, and
demonstrate that they align with human intuition.

Datasets and models We perform experiments on four
popular real-world benchmark datasets for binary graph
classification: MUTAG (Debnath et al. 1991), Reddit-Binary
(Yanardag and Vishwanathan 2015), PROTEINS (Borg-
wardt et al. 2005) and IMDB-Binary (Yanardag and Vish-
wanathan 2015). Following the existing trend in GNN ex-
plainability, we choose to train models which fit under the
convolutional flavour of GNNs. For each graph classifica-
tion task we train a model with three layers of the Graph
Isomorphism Network (GIN) architecture (Xu et al. 2019).
The exception is Reddit-Binary, where we use graph convo-
lutional network (GCN) layers (Welling and Kipf 2016) as
we observed training to be more stable given the large graph
sizes. The exact descriptions of the models and their train-
ing parameters are shown in Appendix C. The same concept
discovery procedure is run for all datasets, with a different
set of base concepts for each. These were determined based
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Figure 2: Concepts in MUTAG (left) and IMDB-B (right). Brighter colours indicate higher importance. Each row is thresholded
using the threshold τk.

on the nature of the task. For example in MUTAG, the nodes
can be one of seven types, and it is natural to include these
as base concepts.

4.1 Concepts for each model
We apply our GNN concept discovery framework on the
models trained on the benchmark datasets, using a set of
base concepts for each task to align with the human-in-
the-loop nature of explainability (Simkute et al. 2021). We
choose simple concepts that non-domain experts are able to
understand, such as next-to(X) (being next to a node with la-
bel X), and is(X) (having label X). The full set of base con-
cepts for each task and their descriptions is shown in Ap-
pendix E. We find that interpretable concepts are detected
by the neurons of a GNN, and they vary across the differ-
ent tasks. Using concept activation maps we produce visual
summaries of the most intepretable concepts. The concept
contribution scores for each example graph using absolute
contribution and entropy score are provided.

MUTAG We find that concepts in MUTAG correspond to
known functional groups. As shown in Figure 2, we find
NO2 detector concepts and carbon ring concepts, which cor-
roborate with the findings of Ying et al. (2019). The NO2

concept is in fact a known mutagen which has been shown
to be a strong indicator of mutagenicity (Kazius, McGuire,
and Bursi 2005), and the presence of benzene carbon rings
is an indicator of aromaticity which together with NO2 is
known to indicate mutagenicity. In the examples in Figure
2, neuron 0 is a carbon ring detector and neuron 50 is an
NO2 detector. We observe that carbon ring concepts typi-
cally have much higher absolute contribution to the final pre-
diction. Unlike prior work, we additionally observe concepts
which contribute to the prediction of non-mutagenicity. In
particular we observe concepts that are highly concentrated

on parts of compounds that hang off carbon rings but are not
NO2 substructures - for instance, neuron 22 appears to de-
tect any part of the input which is not part of a carbon ring
or an NO2 substructure. Other concepts appear to trigger for
only certain types of atoms hanging off carbon rings, e.g.
neuron 28 (not shown) detects atoms that are not fluorine
nor chlorine, and have exactly one carbon neighbour.
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Figure 3: Reddit-Binary Concepts. Node colours represent
activation values for the concept, with brighter colours indi-
cating higher values. For graphs where the concept is hard to
see by eye, we have highlighted the concept area by chang-
ing the opacity of the image.

Reddit-Binary Examples of concepts are shown in Figure
3. In Reddit-Binary, graphs typically have one or two nodes
with high degree, corresponding to the highly voted com-
ments that receive the most attention. We observe the emer-
gence of the ‘few-to-many’ subgraphs, resembling a small



number of experts replying to several questions, as was men-
tioned by Ying et al. (2019), and is a strong indication that
the graph is of the Q&A class. An example of such a con-
cept detector is neuron 51. We also see neurons which ap-
pear to detect the nodes that are more than a single hop from
a high-degree node, representing users at the end of a long
comment chain, e.g. neuron 46. We observe that these con-
cepts penalise the discussion class in terms of absolute con-
tribution. One possible explanation is that discussion threads
typically involve the same users commenting several times
in the same chain, which would cause the chain to collapse in
the graph (since nodes represent users, not comments). We
additionally find neurons that appear to trigger when their
degree is above a certain threshold, such as neuron 20 (not
shown). Intuitively, a user with lots replies is a strong indi-
cation of Q&A, since the host of the Q&A will likely receive
a large number of follow-up questions.

IMDB-Binary Graphs typically have one or two ‘popular’
nodes that have high degree, and have multiple smaller com-
munities attached to them. As shown in Figure 2, we observe
that almost all active neurons are sensitive to the degree of
a node, with some neurons only activating if the degree ex-
ceeds (or is less than) a certain amount. We find that neuron
21 is activated for the small communities that are attached
to the popular node, and is accurately summarised as de-
tecting if the degree is no greater than 7. It acts as a strong
indicator of the genre being action. Interestingly, neuron 12
behaves similarly - activating for nodes with degree no more
than 5 - but is a strong indicator for the opposite genre ro-
mance. This suggests the GNN is learning to discriminate
genres based on subtle differences in the size of the small
communities. There exists high-degree concepts, e.g. neu-
ron 7 which are indicative of the romance class. Moreover,
we are surprised by the high interpretability score of these
neurons, with many having a perfect score of 1, i.e. the con-
cepts learnt by the GNN can be summarised accurately using
only degree information.

PROTEINS We provide additional findings with the
PROTEINS dataset in Appendix F.

4.2 Discussion
Overall we observe that a range of concepts are being de-
tected by GNN neurons. We make three observations.

1. We first observe that the extracted concepts are more in-
terpretable than prior work for vision and language mod-
els. This is attributed to the fact that GNNs tend to be
much shallower than CNNs and RNNs, and the ones
used in the experiments have at most three layers. This
is perhaps a hopeful sign from the perspective of GNN
interpretability and the desirability for concepts to be ex-
tracted without resorting to manual labelling.

2. Secondly, we see that not all concepts are useful for the
model. There exist neurons which detect concepts, but
have low contribution to predictions. In addition, there
exists neurons that the model believes to be useful for
both classes and therefore do not act as useful discrimina-
tors for the model. For example, in IMDB-Binary, there

are neurons that detect the presence of a node with large
degree which have positive weights for both romance and
action genres. This suggests that by manually removing
or suppressing certain concepts we may be able to reduce
the number of parameters whilst preserving performance,
which serves as a form of model pruning. We leave this
idea open for future investigation.

3. Moreover, there are often neurons that detect similar con-
cepts, and appear to be redundant in nature. For instance,
the MUTAG model contains at least 3 neurons that act
more or less as NO2 detectors, but their associated con-
cepts are marginally different. This can be attributed to
the nature of SGD-based algorithms used to train GNNs -
there is no explicit constraint that enforces each neuron to
behave differently. We note that despite there being many
neurons detecting similar concepts, their activation mag-
nitudes can still vary greatly. This suggests the method
can be potentially used to identify neurons that are re-
dundant in the information they learn.

4.3 Are interpretable concepts more important?
A natural question to ask is whether the concepts identi-
fied are beneficial to the model making correct predictions.
We define a neuron’s interpretability as the score of its best
matching concept. Existing methods of determining neuron
importance do not necessarily work for GNNs as they do
for CNNs. For example, we found that erasure (Li, Monroe,
and Jurafsky 2016) is a poor metric for determining neuron
importance due to the high presence of redundant neurons
learnt by GNNs. We propose two alternative metrics.

Neuron importance. For a model with r class outputs,
we measure the importance of neuron k in making a single
prediction as the variance of individual logit contributions.
Recall that for input G = (E, V ), nkG = ⊕|V |j=1H

(L)
G [k, j] is

the pooled value of neuron k. Aiming to measure the neu-
ron’s ability to discriminate between classes, rather than its
absolute contribution, we consider the variance of individual
logit contributions, i.e. Var(w1

kn
k
G, . . . , w

r
kn

k
G) where wjk is

the weight connecting nkG to the j-th logit. The importance
score is this value averaged over all graphs in the dataset:

importance(k) =
1

|D|
∑
G∈D

Var(w1
kn

k
G, . . . , w

r
kn

k
G). (7)

Neuron correctness. Following (Mu and Andreas 2020)
we also measure how much each neuron contributes to the
model being accurate. They chose to measure the frequency
of correct predictions when each neuron is activated3. Let
yG be the predicted logits for input G and ŷG be the ground
truth. Treating nkG, yG, and ŷG as random variables sampled
acrossG ∈ D, we choose to compute a correctness score for
each neuron k defined as

correctness(k) = |Corr(nkG,−L(yG, ŷG))|, (8)

in which we measure the Pearson product-moment correla-
tion between the neuron’s magnitude with cross-entropy loss
L.

3While this yielded good results for CNNs, it does not transfer
well to GNNs due to the redundant nature of neurons
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Figure 4: Investigating the interpretability of neurons and
their importance. Kernel density estimates (Chen 2017) are
shown in the top row to indicate the relative spread of neu-
rons across different interpretability scores. Dashed lines are
lines-of-best-fit to indicate trend.

We investigate the relationship between interpretability
and the aforementioned metrics, by training ten models for
each dataset across different train-test splits4. We show the
results of the analysis in Figure 4. First, for the MUTAG and
Reddit-Binary tasks, the distribution of neuron interpretabil-
ity scores appears to resemble a bell curve, where more neu-
rons have scores closer to 0.5 than either extreme. In terms
of the relationship with neuron importance, we observe that
the most important neurons are situated around the centre
of the interpretability spectrum. This suggests that the neu-
rons that are most important are also more difficult to sum-
marise using a set of interpretable rules. Nevertheless, we do
not observe a negative correlation between neuron impor-
tance and interpretability, and the most important neurons
typically have around 0.5 interpretability, which we emperi-
cally observe to be sufficient in terms of explanation quality.
In terms of contribution to model accuracy, we observe that
neuron interpretability is positively correlated with having
accurate predictions for MUTAG, and having slight positive
correlations for Reddit-Binary.

4.4 How do concepts vary across models?
Works on interpreting deep models with concepts typically
focus on well-trained models that generalise well. They also
focus on the last few hidden layers since high-level concepts
are more likely to emerge there. This motivates us to ask two
follow-up questions:
1. Do models with only a few epochs of training exhibit dif-

ferent concepts than models that are trained for extended
numbers of epochs?

2. Do different types of concepts emerge at different depths
of the model?

We perform additional experiments on the MUTAG and
Reddit-Binary datasets in an attempt to answer these ques-

4IMDB-Binary is excluded since almost all neurons are highly
interpretable

tions and provide some preliminary steps for future investi-
gation.
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Figure 5: Training duration and model interpretability. The
top row shows the distribution of neuron interpretability
scores for models trained for varying epochs; darker curves
correspond to more epochs. The lower row shows the rela-
tionship between the interpretability of a model and its ac-
curacy; brighter points correspond to more epochs.

Longer training reduces interpretability. We train mod-
els using the same architectures as previously specified,
but for varying numbers of epochs ranging from 1 to 400.
For each model, we extract concepts from the final layer.
Defining model interpretability as the mean interpretabil-
ity of its neurons, we observe the interpretability distribu-
tions for these models, as well as the relationship between
model interpretability and accuracy. This is shown in Fig-
ure 5. Training a model for longer periods causes concepts
to be less interpretable, in general. Note that in some cases,
there is a small difference in test set performance, despite
a large difference in concept interpretability. For example,
both the MUTAG models trained for 100 epochs and 400
epochs have the same test accuracy, but one has signif-
icantly more interpretable concepts. This phenomenon is
more extreme on Reddit-Binary; we observe that for the first
50 epochs the model performance improves without much
sacrifice in interpretability; however, later the interpretabil-
ity drops significantly without much improvement in model
performance. This suggests that there may be some general
trade-off between interpretability and model accuracy, even
when the same model architecture is used. Therefore, inter-
pretability could be a factor to be considered during model
training. A related theoretical issue is the information bottle-
neck in deep learning (Shwartz-Ziv and Tishby 2017), which
makes the observation that there is a trade-off between accu-
racy and the information flow in the latter layers of a model.

Concepts across layers. We train additional models on
the MUTAG and Reddit-Binary datasets, but using 10 layers
of message passing. We probe the concepts after each layer
and find that the mean neuron interpretability decreases fur-
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Figure 6: Side-by-side comparison of class-specific model-level explanations against XGNN on MUTAG and IMDB-Binary.
In each subfigure, our outputs are shown in the left; XGNN outputs are on the right along with the prediction values.

ther into the model. Refer to Appendix D for plots. The ac-
curacy of these deeper GNNs is lower than the shallower
versions, which is not surprising and likely due to over-
smoothing (Li, Han, and Wu 2018). However, we also notice
that the interpretability of the final layer is typically lower
than those of the shallow models, suggesting that there is
also a potential link between over-smoothing and neuron in-
terpretability.

5 Model-level explanations
In this section, we provide concept-based model-level ex-
planations for the models investigated in Section 4 using our
approach described in Section 3.2. We compare the explana-
tions against the current state-of-the-art approach for model-
level explanations for GNNs, XGNN (Yuan et al. 2020; Dai
et al. 2022), which produces class-specific global expla-
nations via graph generation. We compare against XGNN
in terms of the model-level explanations produced by both
methods, showcasing the concepts of our method against
the generated graphs of XGNN. Comparisons on MUTAG
and IMDB-Binary are shown in Figure 6; additional com-
parisons on Reddit-Binary are provided in Appendix G.

Comparison We want to emphasise that our approach of-
fers desirable properties which XGNN is not capable of. In
particular, it can be observed that:
• Our approach is capable of separating the explanation

into individual concepts, which has been shown to align
with human intuition (Koh et al. 2020). XGNN is not
concept-based and has no guarantee that each generated
graph corresponds to a separate unit of decision making.

• XGNN’s generated graphs leave the human observer to
draw a conclusion. Our approach, however, can provide
logical descriptions of each concept together with an in-
terpretability score. We argue that this reduces the poten-
tial for human bias compared to providing only a gener-
ated graph, which can have very different interpretations
depending on the observer.

• XGNN often generates graphs that do not resemble mem-
bers of the actual data distribution, making it difficult to

contextualise the explanation in the problem setting. For
example, we do not see the appearance of carbon-ring
concepts for the MUTAG class mutagenic. Similarly, we
do not see the few-to-many concept for Reddit-Binary.
For IMDB-Binary, from the XGNN outputs we cannot
infer that the class prediction is related to node degree.

• We are able to contextualise our model-level explana-
tions using local instances using the importance metrics
proposed in 3.2, which is not possible with XGNN.

• Our approach avoids the ‘explaining a black-box via an-
other black-box’ issue (Kovalerchuk, Ahmad, and Tere-
desai 2021). In comparison, XGNN requires training a
new (black box) reinforcement learning agent for each
explanation.

Usage of XGNN We use the implementation of XGNN
provided in DIG (Liu et al. 2021). We remark that XGNN
is able to generate graphs maximising the prediction score
on MUTAG, as shown in (Yuan et al. 2020). However, we
find that XGNN fails to generate a graph with score above
0.8 on IMDB romance class, even after thorough tuning of
parameters. For the action class, we find that XGNN fails to
generate a graph beyond a single node.

6 Conclusions
We perform a new explorative study of the presence of con-
cepts in graph neural networks and provide insights which
have potential to improve our understanding of GNNs and
help practitioners gain a more transparent view of their mod-
els. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work that
tackles GNN interpretability via neuron-level analysis of
GNN representations. Furthermore, we use concepts to pro-
vide model-level explanations, which show promising ad-
vantages over the current state-of-the-art. This is only an ini-
tial step in unveiling the neuron-level concepts that exist in
GNNs, and much work can be done in the directions we have
outlined in the paper. A promising future direction is to fur-
ther explore the relationship between neuron interpretabil-
ity and theoretical issues such as the information bottleneck,
over-smoothing and over-squashing.
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A Concept extraction
At each iteration i of the beam search, we maintain a set of concepts of length i+ 1 that are within the beam and combine them
with all unary concepts in C ∪ {¬C | C ∈ C} to obtain a set of candidate concepts Ccand of length i + 2. We then compute the
expected divergence score for all concepts in Ccand and prune all but the top T concepts. Since we only include the operators
of disjunction and conjunction in our logical forms, unary concepts that are less desirable are unlikely to be part of the final
formula. This motivates including the negated unary concepts in the set of base concepts. In our implementation a beam width
of 10 is used for all models.

Algorithm 1: GNN concept extraction framework
Input ModelM, training set Dtrain, atomic concepts A, depth l, beam width w
Output Neuron concept scores map : neurons(M)× C → R

1: procedure UPDATE
2: Gbatch, Ibatch ← batch(Dtrain)
3: A←Macts(G)
4: for u ∈ {1, . . . , |neurons(M)|} do
5: s← COMPARE(A·,u, Ibatch, Tu) . get scores for each concept
6: Tu ← prunew(Tu, s) . only keep top w concepts
7: update map with Tu and s

8: procedure EXPAND
9: for u ∈ {1, . . . , |neurons(M)|} do

10: for c ∈ Tu do Tu ← {C1 ⊕ C2 | C1, C2 ∈ T ∧ ⊕ ∈ {and,or}}
11: procedure EXTRACT
12: Initialise C ← A, map← empty map
13: Initialise Tu ← {} ∀u ∈ {1, . . . , |neurons(M)|}
14: for i ∈ {1, . . . , l} do
15: UPDATE()
16: if i < l then EXPAND() end if
17: Call EXTRACT

In practice, we can use a GPU to make the search feasible. A vectorised version of the divergence function utilising scatter
operations is used. For a given neuron, let h be the vector of activations across all nodes in D for that neuron, and let I be the
index vector specifying the graph index of each node. Using scatter operations we can create a function COMPARE(h, I, T )
which computes the divergence scores between the neuron and all concepts in a set T . The exact details are given below:

Given a concept C, we can concatenate the concept masks for all graphs and likewise the activations as follows:

a =
∥∥∥

G∈D

C(G), b =
∥∥∥

G∈D

X
(l)
G [k, :]. (9)

Both a and b have N elements where N is the total number of nodes in all graphs in D. An index vector I can be computed.
Let σ be a scatter addition operation such that σ(x) = y where yi =

∑
j|Ij=i xj . The divergence score between C and all

graph activations can be computed as
−→
Div(a,b, τ, I) = −σ (a ∩ τ(b))�÷ σ(a ∪ τ(b))�× σ(a�× τ(b)))�÷ σ(b), (10)

where �÷ and �× are element-wise division and multiplication. To simultaneously compute all pairwise divergences between
all graphs in D and all concepts in C, we can stack the a’s for each concept into a matrix A, and also the b’s into a matrix B

and perform the same computation, yielding a function
−→
Div(A,B, τ, I) that computes a matrix C ∈ Rn×|D| where the element

at position (i, j) indicates the divergence between concept i and the activations in graph j.
This can be then used to compute the concept scores of all concepts. The exact procedure is shown in Algorithm 2.

B Entropy score derivation
Given neurons ni, . . . , nk, our objective is to find a subset S which counterfactually explains the prediction of the model
ŷ = M(G). That is, removing the neurons in S from the model should change the prediction ŷ. By removing a neuron i we
refer to the action of setting all ni(v) := 0 for all nodes v. Let Y be the class probability distribution produced by the model,
and let X be the set of neurons being used for the downstream prediction. We use the notion of mutual information and adopt
the following objective:

arg max
S

MI(Y,X ) = arg max
S

(
H(Y )−H(Y | X = S)

)
. (11)



Algorithm 2: Vectorised concept scoring
Input Activations h ∈ RN , indices I , concepts T
Output s ∈ R|T |

1: procedure COMPARE(h, I, T )
2: H← stack |T | rows of h
3: s← [−∞, . . . ,−∞]
4: for τ ∈ thresholds do
5: C← −→Div(T ,H, τ, I)
6: s′ ← mean(C) . compute the mean of each row
7: s← s�max s

′

8: Return s

Note that H(Y ) is the entropy of the probability distribution outputted for the original input (i.e. when S contains all neurons).
Since Y is constant, this is equivalent to arg minS H(Y | X = S). Hence the objective becomes

arg min
S

−1

r

r∑
c=1

logPM(Y = yc | X = S), (12)

which is intractible since the number of possible neuron subsets S is exponential in the number of neurons k. Following Ying
et al. (2019) we interpret S probabilistically and consider a multivariate Bernoulli distribution S from which S is sampled, such
that PrS(S) =

∏k
i=1 ηi, where we use a continuous relaxation and consider S to be a neuron mask η ∈ [0, 1]k. The objective

becomes

arg min
S

−ES∈S

[
r∑
c=1

logPM(Y = yc | X = S)

]
. (13)

Using Jensen’s inequality we obtain

arg min
S

−
r∑
c=1

logPM(Y = yc | X = ES∈S [S]), (14)

which gives us the following optimisable objective for finding η:

arg min
S

−
r∑
c=1

logPM(Y = yc | X = σ(η)), (15)

in which σ is the sigmoid function. Note that the convexity assumption of Jensen’s inequality is not guaranteed - however,
similar to GNNEXPLAINER we show that experimentally good local optima can still be reached. To optimise for a certain class
prediction c′ rather than the overall prediction, we can find

arg min
S

− logPΦ(Y = yc′ | X = σ(η)). (16)

After the mask η is learned, we take S = round(σ(η)) as the final set of neurons to explain the prediction, where round(·)
performs element-wise rounding to the closest integer.

C Black-box model architectures and training
All GNN models we try to explain consist of a stack of N GNN layers (with latent representation size D), followed by a
global pooling operation and a single fully connected layer to produce the output logits. Models are trained using the Adam
optimiser with an L2 weight decay. The exact details of the architecture and training parameters for each model are shown in
Table 1. All models are trained using cross-entropy loss. Since the nature of this work is not to maximise performance, we did
not thoroughly tune the hyperparameters. They were predominantly chosen to ensure sufficient performance without leading to
overfitting.

All models are trained on a machine with an RTX 3080 GPU and i7 8700k CPU and 32GB of memory. This setup was
sufficient for performing all experiments.



MUTAG PROT. IMDB REDD.
N 3 2 3 3
D 64 64 64 64
Global pooling Add Add Add Add
Layer type GIN GIN GIN GCN
Output logits 2 2 2 2
Learning rate 10e-4 10e-4 4e-3 10e-4
Epochs 850 700 1000 20000
L2 decay 10e-4 10e-4 10e-4 10e-4
Early stop N/A 60 400 1000
Batch size 32 32 32 32

Table 1: Exact details of the GNN models used to produce our experimental results. D is the latent dimension size, and N is
the number of GNN layers.
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Figure 7: The mean neuron interpretability for the 10-layer deep models. Error bars are produced from training three different
models with different train-test splits.



E Base concepts

Task Concepts
MUTAG is(C) is(N) is(O) is(Cl) is(Br) is(I) is(F) next-to(C) next-to(N) next-to(O) next-to(Cl) next-to(Br)

next-to(I) next-to(F) next-to(C,C) next-to(C,C,C) next-to(N,N) next-to(N,N,N) next-to(O)
next-to(O,O) next-to(O,O,O) degree-is(1) degree-is(2) degree-is(3) degree-is(4) nb-degree-is(1)
nb-degree-is(2) nb-degree-is(3)

Proteins is(A) is(B) is(C) next-to(A) next-to(A,A) next-to(A,A,A) next-to(B) next-to(B,B) next-to(B,B,B)
next-to(C) next-to(C,C) next-to(C,C,C) next-to(C,C,C,C) next-to(C,C,C,C,C) nb-next-to(A)
nb-next-to(A,A) nb-next-to(A,A,A) nb-next-to(B) nb-next-to(B,B) nb-next-to(B,B,B) nb-next-to(C)
nb-next-to(C,C) nb-next-to(C,C,C)

IMDB-B degree-greater(1), degree-greater(3), . . . , degree-greater(99) nb-degree-greater(10,1)
nb-degree-greater(10,2) nb-degree-greater(10,3) nb-degree-greater(10,4) nb-degree-greater(10,5)
nb-degree-greater(30,1) nb-degree-greater(30,2) nb-degree-greater(30,3) nb-degree-greater(30,4)
nb-degree-greater(30,5)

Reddit-
Binary

degree-greater(1), degree-greater(4), . . . , degree-greater(99) nb-degree-greater(5,1)
nb-degree-greater(5,2) nb-degree-greater(10,1) nb-degree-greater(10,2) nb-degree-greater(30,1)
nb-degree-greater(30,2) nb-degree-equal(1,1) nb-degree-equal(1,2) nb-degree-equal(1,3)
nb-degree-equal(1,4) nb-degree-equal(1,10)

Table 2: Atomic concepts for the concept extraction process.

Concept Description Displayed form
is(A) The node is of type A is(A)
next-to(A1, . . . , An) The neighbourhood of the node contains

all types A1, . . . , An

next-to(A1, . . . , An)

nb-next-to(A1, . . . , An) The neighbourhood of the node contains
a node whose neighbourhood contains all
types A1, . . . , An

∃n ∈ N . next-ton(A1 . . . An)

degree-is(X) The degree of the node is exactly X degree-is(X)
nb-degree-is(X) The node has a neighbour whose degree is

exactly X
∃n ∈ N . degree-isn(X)

nb-degree-equal(X,Y ) The node has at least X neighbours whose
degree is exactly Y

∃n1, . . . , nX ∈ N .
∀j ∈ 1, . . . , X. degree-isnj

(Y )
degree-greater(X) The node’s degree is greater than X deg-greater(X)
nb-degree-greater(X,Y ) The node has at least X neighbours whose

degree is greater than Y
∃n1, . . . , nX ∈ N .
∀j ∈ 1, . . . , X. degree-greaternj

(Y )

Table 3: Descriptions of the atomic concepts. A denotes a node type and X,Y denote integers.



F PROTEINS concepts

Figure 8: Protein concepts. Node colours represent amino acid type: types A, B, C are blue, pink and orange respectively.
Visualisations of the concepts are provided in Figure 9. We discover concepts that are sensitive to the type of amino acid in

the immediate neighbourhood of a node: for instance, neuron 42 is activated in regions with high concentration of A amino
acids, but is surpressed in regions with high concentration of C amino acids. Likewise, neuron 12 is only activated in regions
with high C concentration.

G Additional model-level explanations

Neuron 57  Score 0.80 Neuron 51  Score 0.27 

Neuron 33 Score 0.96 Neuron 31 Score 0.5 

Figure 9: Comparison of our approach against XGNN on producing global explanations for the Reddit-Binary Q&A class. Note
that XGNN fails to generate a graph beyond a single node.


